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ACCEPT OR DECLINE
Discussion Guide
BIG IDEA
God is all about invitations. Pastor Daniel encourages us to say yes to the two most important invitations
God extents to us—to enter into a relationship with Him and to tell others about how accepting that
invitation changed our lives forever.

SCRIPTURES USED IN THE MESSAGE
•
•
•
•

John 3:16
Matthew 5:13-16 (MSG)
John 4:7-10
John 6:68-69 (MSG)

•
•
•
•

Galatians 5:22-23 (MSG)
Psalm 37:23
Proverbs 16:9
1 Corinthians 9:22

•
•
•
•

Acts 17:22-23 (MSG)
2 Timothy 2:23-25 (NLT)
1 Peter 3:15
Luke 14:23 (LB)

TALK IT OVER
Choose questions that keep the discussion moving. No need to discuss every question.
• Describe a time when someone invited you to something that ultimately resulted in a significant
change in your life. How can something as small as an invitation have such a big payoff?
• What is living water and how does it allow us to shine? Why is it important that we shine to those
around us?
• Who are the people around you that are thirsting for the Living Water?

APPLICATION IDEAS
•

Share your story and your church with three people this week because: 1) it's why you're here; 2) it's
what people need; and 3) it's what changes us.

PRAYER FOCUS
At Lifepoint, we pray until something happens. Make time in every group meeting to pray for one another
and the larger matters of concern to your group.
• Ask God to open your eyes to the people around you who need the light of Jesus, help you to be
intentional in finding common ground, and to shine His light through you to a broken world.

LEADER TIPS
•

If your group is local, make plans with your group to attend at least one of the “At the Movies”
services together and to invite at least one other person.
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